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The Dating of Pindaric Odes by 
Comparison 

Hans A. Pohlsander 

W HENEVER the lack of external evidence forces scholars to 
search for internal evidence of chronology, as is so often 
the case, caution must restrain imagination and enthusi

asm. In the case of Pin dar's Odes we are fortunate to have considerable 
external evidence for the dating of Olympians and Pythians. This, alas, 
is not true of Nemeans and Isthmians, where we depend entirely on 
internal evidence, often of an elusive nature. I wish to examine here 
one type of internal evidence that has at times been adduced to estab
lish a date for a Nemean or Isthmian ode: the comparison of similarities 
in diction or thought. The difficulties of this approach to Pindaric 
chronology are several: 

1. Since only a portion of Pindar's poems are extant, internal evi
dence of this type is necessarily incomplete. How can we be sure that a 
given expression, now found in only two odes and eagerly seized upon 
as a revealing clue, did not occur repeatedly in those poems now lost 
to us? 

2. When a parallel has been found it may not always be possible to 
distinguish between coincidental similarity, unconscious borrowing, 
and conscious borrowing. 

3. In most cases we lack clear criteria to decide which of two paral
lels is the original, which the copy. 

4. If we have succeeded in determining the original and if the date 
of the original is known, we still have only a terminus post quem for the 
copy, because we cannot be certain that the borrowing occurred im
mediately. If the date of the copy is known, we only have a terminus 
ante quem for the original. 

It is no wonder, then, that this approach has led to widely varying 
results. Nevertheless some dates arrived at by this method have found 
their way into standard editions and commentaries. This essay will 
seek to demonstrate that the commonly accepted date of Nemean 3 
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132 THE DATING OF PINDARIC ODES BY COMPARISON 

cannot be secure, and that similar attempts to date such other odes 
as Nemean 11 and Isthmian 4 from parallels have failed. 

The Date of Nemean J 
Let us examine first Nem. 3, which was written in honor of Aristo

cleides of Aegina, winner in the pancration. Two facts are well known: 
the conquest of Aegina by Athens in 458 B.C. and the poet's fondness 
for Aegina. Yet nowhere in the ode does Pindar give us any indication 
of the disaster that has befallen his beloved "Doric island of Aegina, 
thronged with strangers" (11. 2-3). Pyth. 8, which was written in 
446 B.C., if we may trust the scholiast, and is thus the latest among 
Pindar's dated extant odes, is also for an Aeginetan victor. In this ode, 
especially in its concluding prayer (11. 98-100), the poet expresses his 
hope that somehow the island will regain its former freedom: l 

"Aegina, dear mother, guide this ciry on freedom's course by the aid 
of Zeus, king Aeacus, Peleus, goodly Telamon, and Achilles." Nem. 3, 
significantly, does not express a similar sentiment and therefore, it is 
commonly agreed, cannot have been composed after 458 B.C. 

Leopold Schmidt2 attempted to link Nem. 3 with Pyth. 3 by pointing 
to a similarity in thought and dated both poems to OL. 76,2= 475 B.C. 

The date of Pyth. 3 is, however, not by any means firmly estab
lished, and we may safely say only that it was composed while Hieron 
was king of Syracuse (478-467 B.C.). Because of a reference to the king's 
health (1. 73), the later years of his rule seem more likely than the 
earlier years; Pyth. 1 of 470 B.C. also informs us of Hieron's ill 
health (11. 50-57). Richmond Lattimore3 feels that Pyth. 3 "reads 
like a letter of farewell" and suggests 468 B.C. as a possible date. 

More to the point of the present investigation, the similarity in 
thought supposedly linking the two odes does not seem to make 
necessary the assumption of a common date or even of borrowing. 
The similarity, according to Schmidt,4 is this: In Pyth. 3 Pindar aims 
"to lead the thoughts of Hieron from the non-attainable to the 
attainable" and counsels him "to be content with the fulfillment of 
only a part of his desires." In Nem. 3 Pindar advises Aristocleides "to 
reach only for those things that are according to his own nature and 

1 In this interpretation I am following John H. Finley, Jr, Pindar and Aeschylus (Cambridge 
[Mass.] 1955) 168. 

2 Pindar's Leben und Dichtung (Bonn 1862) 464-465. 
3 The Odes of Pindar (Chicago 1947) 154. 
, Loc.cit. 
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way oflife." We may say that the common theme is moderation, awcPPo

aVV7}. But Pindar occupies himself with this theme also in 01. 13 and 
voices similar warningsinNem.11.47-48,Isthm. 7.43-48, and elsewhere. 

At the same time Schmidt believed that he had found further evi
dence for his chronology in verbal parallels between Nem. 3 on one 
hand and Pyth. 2, al. 2, al. 3, and Pyth. 3 on the other. 

This approach to Pindaric chronology was more fully explored by 
another scholar, to wl,lom we shall turn presently. 

Wilhelm von Chri:t5 called attention to several points of resem
blance between Nem. 3 and the "Sicilian Odes", i.e. Ol. 1, 2, 3, Pyth. 2, 
and Nem. 9, and concluded that Nem. 3 must have been written at a 
time later than these, namely in 469. I repeat here Christ's list: 6 

1. Nem. 3.21-22: oUK'n 7TPOT'PW / a{3(l-rav uAa KLOVWV {mEp rHpaKA'os 
A , I 

7T€paV €VfUXP€S. 
Ol. 3.43-45: €iJljpwv apETataLV !,Kavwv u7TTETaL / OLKO()EV rHpaKMos / 

aTaAav' T() 7Topaw 0' ean aoc/>ots a{3aTov / Kaa0<p0LS. 

Z. Nem. 3.29: E7T€TaL OE AOycp OLKas aWTos eaAos (yp. eaAov) alv€tv. 

Nem. 9.6-7: ean 0' TLS AOYOS av()pcfJ7Twv TETEAeap-'vov eaAov / /-LiJ xa/-LaL 
atyf!. KaAvt/Jat. 

3. Nem. 3.41-42: os OE otScfKT' exEt, t/JEc/>EVVOS av~p aAAoT' aAAa 7TV'WV OU 
7TOT' aTp€Kt,; / KaT'{3a 7TooL 

Ibid. 80-82: ean 0' al€TOS 6JKVS ev 7ToTaVOtS, / os eAa{3€V alt/Ja, TT)Ao8€ 
I ~.J..'" I / I~' \' " /-LETa/-Lato/-L€vos, oa'f'Otvov aypav 7TOULV' KpaYETat OE KO/\Otot Ta7TEtVa V€/-LoVTat. 

01. 2.86-88: ao<pos 0 7ToAAa ElSc1s <pvf!.· /-La()oVT€S O~ Aa{3poL /7TaYYAwaalCf 

KopaKES WS aKpavTa yapvETov / Lltos 7TPOS opvtXa 8EtOV. 
4 N 3 65 Z A , ,.. IN' I ,., "Q \ . em. . : EV, TEOV yap aL/-La, UEO 0 aywv, TOV V/-LVOS EJ-'a/\EV. 

at 2.89-90: e7TEX€ vvv aKo7TC{> TO~OV ayE, ()V/-L" T{va {3aAAO/-LEV I EK 
\() A l' .J.. ' , \ I ,.. ,r I /-La/\ aKaS aVTE 'f'pEVOS €VKI\EaS OLU'TOVS LEVTES; 

5. Nem. 3.76: TWV OVK rX7TeaaL' XatpE, c/>lAOS. 7 

Pyth. 2.65-67: {3ovAaL DE 7Tpea{3vn=pat / ••. uE 7TOTL 7TCXVTa ,\oyov / 

E7TaLV€tV 7Tap'xovn' XatpE. 
6. Nem. 3.83-84: aE(}A0<p0Pov AIj/-LaTos EV€K€V I N€/-L'as 'E7TLDavpo(}Ev T' 

" \ 116 I ~ I~ ..J.. I a7TO Kat lV.1€yapwv O€OOPKEV 'f'aos. 

01. 1.93-95: 'TO o~ KMos / TT)AO()EV MOOPKE 'TaV 'OAv/L7TLaOWv EV SPO/LOLS / 

n'A07TOS. 

While Christ was also aware of the resemblance between Nem. 3.72 
and Pyth. 4.281-282, he overruled Giuseppi Fraccaroli's8 objection 

Ii SitZ. Munchen 1889, pp. 52-54. 
6 The line numbers in this and subsequent lists have been changed to reflect C. M. 

Bowra's OCT, 2nd ed. 
7 U7Twn codd. 
S Le Odi di Pindaro dichiarate e tradotte (Verona 1894) 548, n.2. 
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with the remark that this single instance does not carry the same force 
as a number ofthem.9 

Camille Gaspar lO used Christ's list to fix the date of Nem. 3 at 475. 
This date, or one close to it, has been accepted, if tentatively, by 
Wilamowitz,H Aime Puech,12 Lewis Richard Farnell,13 Alexander 
Turyn,14 and Bruno SnelU5 

The first pair of parallel passages in Christ's list does much to point 
out the weakness of the method. While the similarity of the two pas
sages cannot be denied, an even closer parallel to 01. 3 is found in 
Isthm. 4.11-13: 16 avoptaL~ S' €Uxa:TaLuLv I OtKO()EV uTa'xaLuLv a7TTov()' 

fHpaK'xEtaL~, I Kat P:YJKtTL J.LaKpoTtpav U7TEVSELV apETeXv. Some similarity 
in thought, if not in diction, can be discerned also in Nem. 4.69-70: 
." ~ , , 'Y',I..' ", /... E" , 

.L aU€LpWV TO 7TpO~ ':,O-pOV OV 7T€paTOV' a7TOTp€7T€ aVTL~ vpW7Tav 7TOTL 
, " , XEpUOV EVTEa vao~. 

Could not Nem. 3 have borrowed from Isthm. 4 just as well as from 
Ol. 3 ? Are we to claim that all four odes were written within a short 
time of each other, or are we to admit that such borrowing, if borrow
ing indeed it is, may have occurred over a number of years? 

The gnomic character of these passages must not be overlooked. 
Pindar here expresses the common Greek ideal of uWcPpouvVYJ, to 
which, as we have seen, he returns frequently. It lies in the very nature 
of gnomes to repeat themselves. 

The two passages of the second comparison are likewise gnomic; 
the same gnome is found also in Pyth. 9.93-94: TO y' €V ~vv0 7TE7TOVYJ

J.Ltvov ED / J.L~ 'x6yov {3'xa7TTwv J..\tOto ytpOVTO~ KPV7TT'TW. Nem. 3.41-42, 
in Christ's third comparison, will be more complete if we include 
line 40: avyy€V€~ 8' TL~ Evoo~tcr- J.Ltya {3p[(JEL. 

The whole passage, lines 40-42, again gnomic, bears resemblance 
not only to 01. 2.86-88, but also to the following: 

OZ. 9.100-104: TO OE cf>vlj. KpaTLUTOV a7Tav' 7ToAAot OE 8LSaKTa~~ I av-
f) ' , A \' I" , '() I" ~\ f} A 'I pW7TWV apETaL~ KI\EO~ wpovuav apEU aL' aVEV 01£ EOV uEuLyaJ.LEVOV 

, , _'1'1 
OV UKaLOTEpoV XP'YJJ.L EKaUTOV' 

Oi. 13.13: cxpaxov O€ KpVt/;aL TO avYYEVE~ .ry(J0~. 

9 Pindari Carmina (Leipzig 1896) 249. 
10 Essai de chronologie Pindarique (Brussels 1900) 104-107. 
11 Pindaros (Berlin 1922) 276. 
12 Pindare, TIP: Nbneennes (Paris 1958) 39. 
13 The Works ofPindar, TI (London 1932) 254. 
14 Pindari Carmina (Oxford 1952) 153. 
15 Pindari Carmina, J3 (Leipzig 1959) 128. 
16 All citations are from C. M. Bowra's OCT, 2nd ed. 
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Pyth. 8.44-45: cPVCf. T6 YEVVCXLOV E7TL7TPE7TE£ / EK 7TCXTEPWV 7TatUt Af}fLcx. 

Since al. 9 was written about 466 B.C., al. 13 in 464, and Pyth. 8, as 
mentioned above, probably in 446, we must either dismiss the idea of 
borrowing or allow for its occurrence over as many as thirty years. 
In either case we can say nothing about the date of Nem. 3. 

The simile of the crows and the eagle, which made Christ link 
Nem. 3.80-82 with al. 2.86-88, is not at all peculiar to Pin dar but is 
found in similar form in Greek literature both before and after Pin
dar, namely in Homer (ll. 16.582f and 17.755ff), Sophocles (Aj. 167-
171), and Theocritus (7.47f). In comparisons 4, 5 and 6, no longer 
gnomic, the similarity is much less pronounced. 

My own examination of Nem. 3 has yielded some additional words 
or phrases which might be thought to have been taken from the 
<C Sicilian Odes.» 

1. Nem 3.2: EV tEpofL-ryVLff N€!-,€ac)£ 

01. 3.19-20: OtX0!-'-ryVt!) .•. / .•• M~vcx 
2. Nem. 3.2-3: TaV 7TOt.VgEVCXV ... / .•• vaaov Ai'ytvcxv' 

Ot. 1.93: 7TOt.vg€VWTaTlp 7TCXpa (3w!-,cfJ' 
7TOt.JS€VOS occurs elsewhere in Pindar only in Fr. 107.1. 
3. Nem. 3.5: fLCXtOfL€VOt, and ibid. 81: fL€TCXfLCXtOfLEVO!) 

Ot. 1.46: fLCXtofL€VOt 
Elsewhere in Pindar this verb occurs only in Pyth. 11.51 and Ot. 8.5. 
4. Nem. 3.14: 7TCXt.CX{cPCXTOV dpcxv (ayopav codd.) 

Ol. 2.39-40: xp-ryaB~v /7TCXt.CX{c/>CXTOV 
7TaAcxlcPCXTOS is found elsewhere in Pindar only in Nem. 2.16 and ibid. 6.31. 
5. Nem. 3.41: aTp€K€L I ... 7TOO{ 

01. 3.12: aTp€K~S <E>'>'CXVOOLKCX!) 
aTp€~s elsewhere in Pindar is limited to Nem. 5.17 and Pyth. 8.7. 

6. Nem. 3.44: BcxfLtva 
01. 1.53: BcxfL£va 

Pindar normally uses BcxfLa. 
7. Nem. 3.84: N€fLECXS 'EmocxvpoB€v T' a7To KCXt MEyapwv O€OOPKEV c/>ao!). 
This resembles not only Ol. 1.93-95 (see above), but also Nem. 9.41-42: 

8E8oPKEV / 7TCXt8l. TovB' <Ay-ryat8afLov cPEYYos 
Pindar uses OEOOPKCX in the meaning "to shine" only in the three passages 

here cited. 

On the other hand it is possible to point to much in the diction and 
thought of Nem. 3 that is similar to Pyth. 4. 

1. Nem. 3.11-12: EyW oe KELVWV T€ Vtv oapoLS I AVpC! T€ KOLvaaofLcxL. 
Pyth. 4.136-137: 7TpCXVV 0' 'Jauwv / ••• 7TOTLUTasWV ocxpov 
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Pindar uses oapos in only two other passages, Pyth. 1.98 and Nem. 7.69. 
2. Nem. 3.15-16: €A€YXE€aaLV •.. / €JLlav€ 

Pyth. 4.99-100: "'€VO€ULV / KaTaJLLavaLS 
Neither JLLalvw nor KaTaJLL(XLVW is used elsewhere in Pindar. 
3. Nem. 3.26-27: Tlva 7TPOS aAAoOa7T<xv / uKpav 

Pyth. 4.50: aAAoocmav .•• yvvaLKwv 
Ibid. 254-255: €V aAAooa7Tais / .•• apovpaLS 

Elsewhere in Pindar aMoOa7T6s occurs only in Nem. 1.22. 
4. Nem. 3.33: yEyaO€ 

Pyth. 4.122: yaOTJa€v 
Pindar does not use this verb elsewhere. 
5. Nem. 3.53-54: {3a8vJL-qTa Xlpwv Tpa~€ AdJtvcp / '!aaov' £voov TEy€t 

Pyth. 4.102-103: av-rp60€ yap VEOJLat / .•• J iva K€V'Tavpov JL€ KovpaL 
0pE"'av ayval (seil. Jason). 

6. Nem. 3.55: TOV ~apJLaKWV oloag€ JLaAaK6X€Lpa v6JLov' 
Pyth. 4.271: XP~ JLaAaKaV XEpa 7Tpoa{3aAAov-ra TpWJLav EAK€OS aJL~t7ToA€iv. 

This bears a less pronounced resemblance to Pyth. 3.51: TOUS JLEv JLaAa
Ka'is €7TaOLOa'is aJL~E7Twv 

7. Nem. 3.61-62: Eyx€a~6pots €7TLJL€lgas / Al8L67T€aaL x€ipas 
Pyth. 4.212-213: K€AaLVW7T€aaL K6AxoLaLV {3{av / JL€'igav 

8. Nem. 3.63: aV€"'L6s 
Pyth. 4.127: aV€"'L6v 

This word occurs nowhere else in Pindar. 
9. Nem. 3.72: €V 7TaLat vEoLaL 7Ta'is, €V avOpaaLv avr7p 

Pyth. 4.281-282: K€ivos yap €V 7TaLaLv VEOS / €V Oe {3ovAais 7TpEa{3vs 
€YKvpaaLS EKaTov-ra€T€i {3WTij 

This resemblance was noticed by both Christ and Fraccaroli (see above). 

My findings may be summarized quantitatively in the following 
table. 

VERBAL PARALLELS IN Nem. 3 

Similarities Ad- Additional 
Ode Length duced by Christ Similarities Total 

01.1 116 1 3 4 
at 2 100 2 1 3 
01. 3 45 1 2 3 
Pyth.2 97 1 1 
Nem.9 55 1 1 2 

Total 413 6 7 13a 

Pyth.4 299 1 8 9 

II Nem. 3.84, S£OoPK€V rpao~, is counted twice in this total, since it resembles both 
0/. 1.93-95 and Nem. 9.41-42. 
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The foregoing table reveals that both the «Sicilian Odes" andpyth. 4 

contributed similarities to Nem. 3 at a rate of roughly three for each 
100 lines of their own length. 

al. 1-3 are now firmly dated to 476, while Pyth. 2 and Nem. 9 are 
usually attributed to approximately the same period. Pyth. 4 was 
written in 462. 

Whether Nem. 3 repeats Pyth. 4, or vice versa, since it also repeats the 
«Sicilian Odes," it is again apparent that such repetition can occur in 
Pindar over a considerable number of years. We must, therefore, 
reject Gaspar's specific date of 475 for Nem. 3 and once more be con
tent with merely a terminus ante quem of 458 B.C. 

The Date of Nemean 11 

Christ l7 employed the same method in an effort to fix the date of 
Nem. 11. He lists the following parallels: 

1. Nem. 11. 8-9: Kat ~EvLov LI uk aaKELTaL (}EfLtS alEva.ots ! EV Tpa7TE~ats' 
O/. 8.21-22: Ev(}a Etf;TEtpa Lltos ~EvLov /7TCXpEOpOS aaKELTat BEfLtS. 

(460 B.C.) 

2. Nem. 11.28-29: avo7JaafLEvos TE KOfLav EV 7TOP¢VPEOLS / EpVWtV. 

Isthm. 1.28-29: TWV a(}poots avS7JaafLEVOt (}afLaKtS I EPVWLV 

(ca 458 B.C.?) 
3. Nem. 11.46: 7TPofLa(}ELas S' a7TOKEtVTat poaL. 

Isthm. 1.40: 0 7TOV~aaLS oE v6cp Kat 7Tpofka(}Etav ¢Epet. 

1 
xatTas. 

4. Nem. 11. 37-42: apxaLat 0' apETat I afL¢EpoVT' a,\,\aaaofkEVat YEveaLS 

, ~ - () 1 /' _~'''' '" 1\ '''~" / avupwv a EVOS' EV aXEpcp 0 OVT WV fkEl\atvat Kap7Tov EOWKav apovpaL, 
~/~" , '()'\ 1 " I~ !"() '-~,I,' \' oEvopEa T OVK E EI\Et 7TaaatS ETEWV 7TEPOOOLS av os EVWOES 'f'EpEtV 7TI\OVTCP 
" I '\\', , 'f3 Laov, al\l\ EV afkEt OVTt. 

N 6 9 11 "" pI /' 'T P' '" " " em. . - : aLT afLEtf"'ofLEvaL TOKa fkEV wv f"'toV avopaaLv E7T7JETavov EK 

7TES{WV Eooaav, I TOKa S' aVT' ava7TavaafkEVat a(}/.vos EfLapifJav. (465 or 463 B.C.?) 

On the basis of these parallels and the reference in lines 33-34 to 

friendship between Sparta and Athens, Christ concluded that Nem. 11 
was written approximately at the time of the battle of Tanagra 
(458 B.C.). I know of no one who has accepted Christ's suggestion; a 
much later date, 446 B.C., is generally preferred. John H. Finley,18 for 
instance, repeatedly remarks that Nem. 11 is close in mood to Pyth. 8 
and probably contemporary with it. 

17 Sitz. Munchen 1889, pp. 54-56. 
18 Op.cit. 36,73, 129, and 219. 
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The first comparison on Christ's list is convincing; one can hardly 
escape the impression that borrowing, conscious or unconscious, has 
occurred. 

In comparison 2 the similarity of the two passages is admittedly 
close. Considering, however, the occasion for Pindar's Epinicians and 
the repeated occurrence of both avao€w and €PVO~ elsewhere in 
Pindar, this similarity is not necessarily the result of borrowing. 
Furthermore Nem. 11.28-29 is equally close to Pyth. 10040: oaq,v~ T€ 

xpva€~ K6p.a~ ava01}aaVT€~ (498 B.C.). 
In comparison 3 the similarity of the two passages is limited to the 

word 7Tpop.a8€Ux. The fact that the line from Isthm. 1 stands at the 
beginning of a long gnomic passage further detracts from the validity 
of this comparison. 

As for comparison 4, Finley19 has pointed out that Nem. 11 is marked 
by a much darker tone than Nem. 6. 

Thus the evidence for Nem. 11 is, at best, controversial. 
al. 13, finnly dated to 46420, contains several phrases echoing odes 

of the year 476, including two of Christ's "Sicilian Odes." 

1. Ol. 13.13: alLaxov 8E Kpvo/at TO avyyEVES' ~(}oS'. 
Ol. 11.19-20: TO yap €ILCPVES' OUT' ••. / OUT' •.• 8ta,ucfgatJ'T' <Xv ~(}0S'. 

2. 01. 13.45-46b: wS' lLav aacpE~ / OUK <Xv El8E{1JV AEy€£v / 1TOVTtaV o/a.cpwv 
apt(}lLov. 

01. 2. 98: €1TEL o/cfILILOS' apL(}lLov 1TEPL1TECPEtryEV (476) 
3. 01. 13.88: al(}EpoS' •.. €P~ILOV 

01. 1.6: €p~f.LaS' 8L' alOEpoS' (476) 
4. 01. 13.93-95: €ILE 8' EV(}VV aKovTwv / lEVTa pOIL{3ov 1Tapa aKo1Tov OU 

x~ / Ta 1TO,ua {3EA€a Kap-rVVELV XEP0'iV. 
01. 1.111-112: €IL0/. ILEV tLv / Mo'iaa KaPTEpwTaTov {3EAOS' &AK~ TPECP€£' 
01. 2.83-85: 1To,ucf 1L0t 1m' ayKwvoS' wKEa {3EA1J / Ev80v €VT/' cpapETpaS'1 

cpwva.EVTa avvETo'iaw' 

Pyth. 4 repeats phrases and words not only from Nem. 3, as pointed 
out above, but from other earlier odes as well. A few examples will 
suffice. 

1. Pyth. 4.5: OUK a1To8cflLov 'A7TO,uWVOS' TVXOVTOS' 
Pyth. 10.37: Mo'iaa 8' OUK a1T08af.LE'i (498) 

Neither a.1T08aILEw nor a1To8af.L0S' is encountered elsewhere in Pindar. 

19 Op.dt. 76-77. 
20 The scholiast's date is confirmed by Diod. Sic. 11.70, Dion. Hal., Ant. Rom. 9.61, and 

Paus. 4.24.5. 
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2. Pyth. 4.65: 7TaWI, TOVTOt' oyooov ... fLEpOS 'ApKwC\as· 

Pyth. 12.11: TPLTOV ... KaaLYVTJTav fLEpoe; (490) 
3. Pyth. 4.76-77: €e; €vod€"\ov I X06va fL6"\V 

01.1.111: 7Tap' €vod€,.\ov J..\OwvKp6vtOv. (476) 

139 

€vO€{€"\os does not occur elsewhere in Pindar, while €vola is found only in 
Pyth. 5.10, 01. 1.98, and Isthm. 7.38. 

4. Pyth. 4.137: fLaAOaKq. q,wvq. 

Nem. 9.49: Iw..\OaKq. ..• avvaoLoff· (after 476) 
5. Pyth. 4.138: {3aAA€To KpTJ7TI,Sa aoq,wv €7TEWV· 

Pyth. 7.3: KPTJ7TI,O' aotoav •.. {3aMaOat. (486) 
6. Pyth. 4.232: we; up' avoaaaVToe; 

Nem. 10.89: we; exp' auoaaavTor; (date uncertain). 

There can be no more doubt now that Pindaric odes widely sepa
rated by time can show considerable similarities of thought or diction. 
Thus we must reject the comparison of parallels within Pindar not 
only as a means of dating Nem. 3 and Nem. 11 but as an approach to 
Pindaric chronology generally. 

Isthmian 4 and Bacchylides 5 

Camille Gaspar21 dated Isthm. 4 to 476 B.C. and based this date in 
part on the resemblance between Isthm. 4.11-13 and 01. 3.43-45. We 
have seen above in our discussion of Nem. 3.21-22 that this resemblance 
is far from being reliable evidence for any chronological relationship. 

More significant in this case is a resemblance between Pindar and 
Bacchylides. 

Isthm. 4.1-3: "Ean f.Lo, O€WV €Kan f.Lvp{a 1TavTCf K€A€VOOS J I ... J I 
f I , ,rl <;:-, 

vf.L€T€par; ap€TaS vf.LvCf! OLWK€LV. 

Bacch. 5.31-33: Tc1s VVV Kat Ef.Lot f.Lvp{a 1TavTC[- K€AwOoS I Vf.L€T€paV 
• '/' A ap€TaV Vf.LVHV. 

Bacch. 5 was written for Hieron of Syracuse in 476; efforts have been 
made to associate Isthm. 3/4 with it in date. Since Isthm. 4.15-18 is best 
taken as a reference to the battle of Plataea, we have a probable 
terminus post quem of 479 B.C., which does not conflict with such associa
tion. 

I agree with Gilbert Norwood 22 that the near identity of the two 
phrases points to conscious borrowing. Otto Schroeder23 and Sir John 

21 Op.cit. 85. 
22 Pindar (Berkeley 1945) 269-270, n.49. 
23 PLG5 I, pp. 71-72. 
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Sandys 24 thought that Bacchylides borrowed from Pindar. Schroeder 
later, apparently, reversed himself.25 Fame1l26 pointed out that it is 
by no means certain who borrowed from whom, but was inclined to 

think that, if there was borrowing, Pindar borrowed from Bacchy
lides. The latter view is held also by Alexander Turyn,27 who also 
approves of Gaspar's conclusions (see above). Before Farnell and 
Turyn, Wilamowitz28 already had placed Bacch. 5 before Isthm. 4. 

Norwood,29 in my opinion, settled the matter by pointing to two 
other passages: 

Bacch. 9(8).47-50: U-ndX€t at' €vp€{a~ K€A.€,){Jov / JLvp{a 7T<fVT~ <pan~ / 

uas y€v€a~ Mrrapo - / ~wvwv (}vyaTpwv. 

Bacch. 19(18).1-4: IIap€un JLvp{a KEA.€V(}O~ / afLf3pou{wv fL€A.EwV, / ()~ 
<Xv 7Tapa IIL€p{owv A.a- / xnUt owpa Movuav. 

Unless we wish to claim that Bacchylides thrice borrowed from 
Pindar, we must admit borrowing on the part of Pindar30 and date 
Isthm. 3/4 after 476; how much after 476 must be left open to question. 

The pitfalls of the method, even when a parallel outside Pindar is 
available, again become apparent. It is only a fortunate circumstance 
which in this one case allows a more definite conclusion. If some 
characteristic accident of papyri had preserved only Bacch. 5 and not 
Bacch. 8 and 18, should we not then have thought with Schroeder and 
Sandys that Bacchylides borrowed from Pindar? 

The three Bacchylides passages quoted above certainly tell us 
nothing about the dates of Bacch. 8 and 18. It seems likely that the 
attempt to establish the chronology of other classical authors by a 
comparison of verbal parallels may call for equal caution. 

STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK AT ALBANY 

March, 1963 

2~ The Odes of Pindar (London 1930) 455. 
25 Pindari Carmina (Leipzig 1930) viii and ix. 
26 Op.cit. 347. 
27 Op.cit. 203. 
28 Op.cit. 336f. 
29 Loc.cit. 
30 Norwood denied the authenticity of Isthm. 3/4 and referred to its author as "the 

Anonymous." This, it seems to me, does not affect our present argument about the 
chronological relationship of the two odes. 


